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Do you know a Gin Lover? Gift Vouchers
are available online or at reception.

KNOW YOUR GIN!
Here are some basics to assist you in your choice of gin.

GIN
It’s a juniper-flavoured spirit made by adding approved natural flavouring

to a neutral spirit. The lead flavour must be juniper.

DISTILLED GIN
The key to ‘distilled gin’ is re-distillation in stills, in the presence of juniper
berries and other natural botanicals. The juniper taste is again predominant.

LONDON AND PLYMOUTH GIN
Defined with rather dull criteria to do with the ABV level (high), absence
of any artificial ingredients or late additions of colour or flavours (good)
and the level of sugar added at the end (very low, if any). The upshot?

A clean, dry flavour that makes for a great G&T.

BOTANICALS
Natural flavourings are referred to as ‘botanicals’. Some gin makers
keep their botanical blends a secret, some produce a gin with an

‘out there’ flavour, from rose to Christmas pudding.



MADISON PARK
40% CAN

9 Clear, clean and crisp;
the perfect gin to
mix with a superior

tonic or create a great
martini. Juniper forward,
with notes of lemon
and orange. Only
available here at
The Feathers or in
Quebec.

BATHTUB OLD TOM
GIN 42.4% UK

2 A traditional style
of gin that was
popular in

19th century England.
It’s slightly sweeter –
perfect for a tasty
G&T or cocktails
such as the
Tom Collins.

QUININE GIN (1897)
45.8% UK

10 Top stuff made using
cinchona bark – the
natural and

traditional source of
quinine – with lemon
and grapefruit peel
and traditional
gin botanicals.
Sales support
Malaria No More
UK.

COTSWOLD GIN
41% UK

3 Small batch distilled
from 100% grain
spirit using

traditional methods.
The ingredients for
this unique recipe
were inspired by
the flavours of
the Cotswolds.

ELEMENTAL CORNISH
GIN 42% UK

4 The best of Cornwall
(organic grain
alcohol, Cornish

spring water) meets
botanicals including
juniper berries,
coriander seed
from Spain, cassia
bark and orris root
from Morocco.

JINZU 41.3% UK

7 Jinzu is the marriage
of British gin
with the delicate

flavour of cherry
blossom and yuzu
citrus fruit, finished
with smooth
Japanese sake.

ADNAMS FIRST RATE
48% UK

1Great attention
is paid to purification
in this class act

gin. Botanicals are
juniper berries, spice
and fresh citrus.

If you need help to choose a gin,
please ask how to SPIN THE GIN

at the bar!

LIVERPOOL ROSE GIN
42% UK

8 It’s romantic,
it’s fragrant
and it really

is made using rose
petals to produce
a beautifully
aromatic gin.

VAN WEES VERY OLD
LOYAAL GENEVER
JAAR 5 OUDE 40% NL

11An intense
oude genever,
rested in

oak for an average
of three years.
It’s full-bodied with
an exceptional nose –
an interesting
alternative for any
whisky drinker.

FILLIERS OUDE
GRAANJENEVER 1880
50% NL

5Matured in a
sherry cask
and complex.

Pepper and cinnamon
gives a long and
bitter finish, with
the vanilla adding
a sweetish hint
at the end.

WARNER EDWARDS
VICTORIA RHUBARB
40% UK

12 Combining
Harrington
Dry Gin

and rhubarb (as well
as a touch of sugar),
this is an enjoyably
sweet gin with
a twist.

GILPIN’S WESTMORLAND
EXTRA DRY 47% UK

6 A super-premium
London Dry Gin,
using Lake

District spring water.
Botanicals include
(dashed English)
borage and sage.
Named the World’s
Best Gin at the 
2014 Awards.


